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Washington University in StLouis
Gephardt to give Commencement address
BY SUSAN KULLENBERG MCGINN

Richard A. Gephardt, former U.S.
House minority leader, has been
selected to give the 2005 Commencement address, according to Chancellor
Mark S. Wrighton.
The University's 144th Commencement will begin at 8:30 a.m. May 20 in
Brookings Quadrangle. During the ceremony, Gephardt will also receive an
honorary doctor of humane letters
degree.
Gephardt stepped down in 2004 after
serving nearly three decades as U.S. representative for Missouri's 3rd District. A
two-time presidential candidate, Gephardt also served as majority leader for
Democrats in the House.
"We are proud to have Richard Gephardt as our Commencement speaker
this year," Wrighton said. "His political
leadership, integrity and devotion to his

constituents during his nearly three
decades of service to the state of Missouri and the St. Louis area as a U.S.
congressman is an inspiring example of
public service.
"As he begins the next stage of his life
and as Washington University inaugurates its new Richard A. Gephardt Institute for Public Service, I look forward to
hearing his message to our graduates.
Having heard him speak before, I am
confident that all in attendance will
come away uplifted and inspired."
Last month, the University announced the establishment of the Gephardt
Institute in his honor. Its goal is to encourage people, especially students and
older citizens, to become involved in
public service.
Gephardt grew up in the same working-class neighborhood on the south
side of St. Louis that he represented in
Congress for 28 years.

While his parents, a *.*•
milk truck driver and a
secretary, did not finish
high school, they instilled in him a lifelong
desire to strive and
Gephardt
succeed. Gephardt was
able to continue his education past high
school with the help of a church scholarship and student loans.
Gephardt earned a bachelor's degree
in 1962 from Northwestern University,
where he served as student body president. Shortly after earning a juris doctoris in 1965 from the University of
Michigan Law School, he began a career
in public service as a precinct captain in
St. Louis' 14th Ward.
A partner in the Thompson 8c
Mitchell Law firm from 1965-1977, he
was twice elected a St. Louis alderman,
serving from 1971-76.
See Gephardt, Page 6

Breast cancer
vaccine may be
on the horizon
BY GWEN ERICSON

Progress toward development of a breast cancer
vaccine has been reported by researchers at the
School of Medicine and the Siteman Cancer
Center.
Cancer-fighting vaccines stimulate immune cells
to recognize tumor cells as foreign and destroy them.
Physicians believe a vaccine-induced immune response could be used to supplement other cancer
therapies or to immunize high-risk people against
cancer.
"We've been studying a protein called mammaglobin-A found in 80 percent of breast tumors," said
Thalachallour Mohanakumar,
Ph.D., the Jacqueline G. and
William E. Maritz Professor of
Surgery and professor of immunology and pathology and of
medicine. "The protein is especially interesting for cancer immunotherapy because of its frequent occurrence and because
breast tumors express it at high
levels."
Mohanakumar
In articles in the Journal of
the National Cancer Institute and Breast Cancer
Research and Treatment, the researchers reported
that they constructed a vaccine consisting of copies
of the DNA sequence that makes mammaglobin-A
in humans.
The researchers theorized the DNA vaccine
would "rev up" special immune cells, called T-cells,
to recognize mammaglobin-A as a foreign molecule
when it is displayed on the surface of cells as an
antigen (a small protein that the immune system
may recognize). The primed T-cells then would proliferate and attack when they met with mammaglobin-A antigens.
"Mammaglobin-A is involved in breast developSee Vaccine, Page 6

Supplier diversity program
goes beyond construction
BY ANDY CLENDENNEN

Erik D. Herzog, Ph.D., assistant professor of biology in Arts & Sciences, and graduate student Sara Aton examine brain
activity data on the computer in Herzog's Monsanto Hall laboratory. The two have discovered a very important role that a
peptide called VIP plays in coordinating daily rhythms in our brain's biological clock.

Peptide helps uncouple the biological clock
BY TONY FITZPATRICK

University biologist Erik D. Herzog,
Ph.D., is giving the VIP treatment to
laboratory mice in hopes of unraveling
more clues about our biological clock.
VIP is not "very important person,"
but vasoactive intestinal polypeptide, a
neuropeptide originally found in the gut
and also made by a specialized group of
neurons in the brain.
Herzog, assistant professor of biology
in Arts 8c Sciences, has discovered that
VIP is needed by the brain's biological
clock to coordinate daily rhythms in
behavior and physiology. Neurons in the
biological clock, an area called the
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), keep
24-hour time and are normally as synchronized as a well-trained marching
band coming onto the field at halftime.
Herzog and graduate student Sara
Aton found that mice lacking the gene
that makes VIP or lacking the receptor
molecule for VIP suffer from internal desynchrony. When they recorded the elec-

trical activity of SCN neurons from these
mice, they found that many had lost
their beat, while others were cycling but
unable to synch to each other.
But when Herzog and Aton added
VIP to the mice cells, the synchronicity
was restored, showing that VIP couples
pacemaker cells and drives rhythms in
"slave" cells.
"VIP between SCN neurons is like a
rubber band between the pendulums of
two grandfather clocks, helping to synchronize their timing," Herzog said.
"Some researchers had proposed that
knocking out VIP or the receptor for it
stopped the clock. We've found that the
biological clock is still running, but its
internal synchrony is uncoordinated.
This causes irregular patterns of sleep
and wake, for example."
The study was published March 6 in
the online edition of Nature Neuroscience. Herzog's work is funded by the National Institutes of Health.
"In a light-dark schedule, these mice
looked normal, but as soon as you leave

off the lights, they reveal their internal
de-synchrony," he said. "The mice
showed multiple rhythms, getting up
both earlier and earlier and later and
later on subsequent days so that their
daily activity patterns were splitting
apart."
Herzog and Aton recorded neuron
activity from the SCN using a multielectrode array with 60 electrodes upon
which they place SCN cells, a "clock in a
dish." This enabled them to record data
from many cells for many days.
"We found that the VIP mutants,
indeed, can generate circadian rhythms,
but the neurons can't synchronize to
each other," Herzog said.
"We showed that we could restore
rhythms to the arrhythmic neurons and
synchrony to the SCN by providing VIP
once a day."
The SCN is a part of the hypothalamus that can be found on the bottom of
the brain just above the roof of your
mouth where your optic nerves cross.
See Peptide, Page 6

The University's Supplier Diversity Initiative, under the direction of Sandra Marks, has made
many great strides and realized many successes in
the past five years regarding the contracting of services to minority- and women-owned businesses.
But no one is content with the status quo, which
is why the University is always striving to make
more connections and improve relationships with
those businesses.
One of those ways is for the University to expand its direct spending in non-construction areas,
through the Preferred Supplier Program.
"The Preferred
Supplier Program at
This is the second of a threethe University affords
part series on the University's
firms the opportuniSupplier Diversity Initiative.
ty to build long-term
relationships and a
consistent revenue
base," said Marks, a consultant to the University and
owner of Marks and Associates. "Working closely
with resource management, the minority vendors
participating in this program receive marketing
assistance and are encouraged to build relationships
with those key departments that would utilize their
services."
There are many areas outside of construction in
which minority- and women-owned firms can contribute. Buildings need the support of many areas of
expertise, and that is where another University endeavor comes into play.
Maintenance projects on the campuses are now
being used more often to train and develop minoriQ

ee Diversity, Page 6
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Trustees discuss graduate
& professional education

WOOd distinguished professorship William P. Bottom, Ph.D., gives a presentation at his
installation as the first Joyce and Howard Wood Distinguished Professor in Business March 9 in
the Charles F. Knight Executive Education Center. Olin School of Business alumni Joyce and
Howard Wood created the professorship with a gift of $1.7 million, which was augmented with
$300,000 from the University's Sesquicentennial Endowed Professorship Challenge. Bottom has
been a member of the Olin School faculty since 1988 and is senior associate dean and director of
its Ph.D. program.

Mellon Foundation gift bolsters fellowships
BY BARBARA REA

The most critical time in the life
of a young scholar is often the
transition between the dissertation
and the tenure-track appointment.
The demands of teaching, especially for those new to its rigors,
can sometimes delay research and
publication, and especially so for
scholars in the humanities and
social sciences where the need to
explore interdisciplinarity continues to grow.
The problem is not unique to
WUSTL of course. What is unique
is the institution's answer to the
problem: With the help of a
$1,280,000 matching gift from The
Andrew W Mellon Foundation, it
has created a program whereby
promising young scholars can
spend two years at the University in
a program of study that lets them
blossom and experiment with research and teaching without the
normal pressures of a tenure-track
appointment.
The gift includes $1 million to
establish a permanent endowment
and $280,000 to be used over a
three-year period to support postdoctoral fellowships in the humanities and social sciences in Arts &
Sciences.
The award is an extension of a
five-year grant made by the Mellon
Foundation in 1999.
"This is a program that is tried
and true," Chancellor Mark S.
Wrighton said. "Thanks to the
Mellon Foundation, we have had
great success fostering first-rate
scholars, and now, again with
tremendous gratitude to the Mellon Foundation for this generous
endowment, we will make this a

permanent program that will generate the best in interdisciplinary
scholarship and critical inquiry in
areas that do not traditionally
receive such attention."
The program, called "Modeling
Interdisciplinary Inquiry," acknowledges and celebrates the need for
postdoctoral investigations while
simultaneously nurturing the
scholar's budding ability to teach
his or her chosen subject.
In this model, everyone benefits: the undergraduate students
who benefit from the young scholar's passion and freshness; the senior faculty members who mentor
the scholars; the institution, which
gains the talents and resources of
young academics for two-year
intervals; and of course, the postdoctoral fellows themselves.
Young scholars in the sciences
usually spend one or more years in
a postdoctoral appointment after
earning a doctorate. This has not
been the case in the humanities
and social sciences. This program
allows for the opportunity in Arts
& Sciences and helps broaden interdisciplinary work across many
boundaries.
"Modeling Interdisciplinary
Inquiry" will continue to be directed by a steering committee led by
Steven N. Zwicker, Ph.D., the Stanley Elkin Professor in the Humanities and professor of English in
Arts & Sciences.
"We are broadening the bases of
humanist inquiry and are testing
relations between traditional questions posed by humanities scholars
and the problems that have interested social scientists in recent
years," Zwicker said. "This is happening not only in conventional

ways, but also in areas surprising
to us, including musicology, art
history, philosophy, geography and
economics."
Edward S. Macias, Ph.D., executive vice chancellor, dean of Arts &
Sciences and the Barbara and David Thomas Distinguished Professor in Arts & Sciences, believes the
Mellon Foundation grant will help
WUSTL attract exceptionally wellqualified applicants for the twoyear program and will result in
outstanding appointments.
"The program has succeeded
beyond our expectations, enhancing the development of these young
scholars, enriching our own undergraduate offerings, and providing
our community with a structure
that helps us to think through the
future of interdisciplinarity at the
University," Macias said.
"The fellowship program has
enabled us to encourage innovative
undergraduate teaching and to support rigorous, interdisciplinary
scholarship. Furthermore, the 'mentoring' aspect of this program has
worked particularly well, and the
fellows' publications and research
plans form part of their impressive
record of accomplishment"
The Mellon Foundation, with
offices in New York and Princeton,
N.J., supports a wide range of initiatives to strengthen selective private research universities in the
United States, with particular emphasis on the humanities and
"humanistic" social sciences. It
makes grants available in five core
program areas: higher education,
museums and art conservation,
performing arts, conservation and
the environment, and public
affairs.

Medieval Japanese performance arts to be focus of conference
BY GERRY EVERDING

Scholars from the United States,
Japan and Singapore will be at
the University March 27-29 for an
interdisciplinary conference focusing on the dynamic relationship
between two prominent performance genres that helped shape
medieval Japan.
Titled "Translations and Transformations: the Heike Monogatari
in No," the conference will bring
together a diverse group of scholars and performers to explore
intertextual complexities among
works of verbal and performance
art that have come to be emblematic of Japan's medieval period,
including episodes from the country's epic war tale, the Tale of the
Heike (Heike Monogatari).
"This conference pulls together
scholars from a variety of disciplines, ranging from literature to

music, theater, history and
anthropology," said conference
organizer Elizabeth Oyler, Ph.D.,
assistant professor of Japanese
language and literature in Arts 8c
Sciences. "It promises to provide
a unique window on the dynamic
interactions between culture and
performing arts in medieval
Japan."
The program will include eight
sessions of scholarly presentations
and translations of the no plays.
There will also be two keynote
speeches — the first by Haruo
Nishino, director of the Institute
of Nogaku Studies at Hosei University in Tokyo, and the second
by prominent Japanese literature
specialist and former WUSTL faculty member J. Thomas Rimer,
now at the University of Pittsburgh. All sessions will be held in
McMillan Cafe in McMillan Hall.
Yasuko Arai, a licensed trans-

mitter of the Heike biwa tradition,
will perform a recitation of episodes from the Tale of the Heike to
the accompaniment of the biwa
lute at 9 p.m. March 27 in Brown
Hall, Room 100.
The conference is sponsored by
the Japan Foundation, the Visiting
East Asian Professionals program
in Arts & Sciences and the Northeast Asia Council of the Association for Asian Studies/US. Japan
Friendship Commission. Additional support is provided by the Department of Asian and Near Eastern Languages and Literatures, the
Program in International and Area
Studies and The Center for the
Humanities, all in Arts 8c Sciences.
All presentations are free and
open to the public, but registration is required. For more information, go online to artsci.wustl
.edu/~veap/heike_no or call
935-4327.

The University's Board of Trustees held one of its longest
meetings on record March 4
to review and discuss the role and
future of graduate and professional education at WUSTL, according
to Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton.
The six-hour meeting included reports from Wrighton, the
deans of all eight schools of the
University and the dean of the
Graduate School of Arts 8c
Sciences.
Wrighton opened the meeting
by reviewing the purposes of
graduate and professional education at the University, including
the University's role in preparing
the next generation of leaders in
society, and the importance of
educating professionals such as
lawyers, doctors, social workers,
architects, business executives,
artists and engineers to work in
non-university and university
settings.
He also noted the significant
role played by researchers who
earn doctoral degrees before pursuing careers in industry, government, research institutes and
other universities. He said that
approximately half of all WUSTL
students — about 6,000 — are
candidates for master's or doctoral degrees.
The presentation differentiated between professional degrees
and research doctorates in such
matters as time-to-degree issues,
level of institutional support for
the cost of graduate study, and
the importance of graduate students in the University's research
mission. Quoting from a federal
document published by the Office of Management and Budget,
Wrighton said, "Graduate education and research are inextricably
intertwined."
Robert E. Thach, Ph.D., dean
of the Graduate School of Arts 8c
Sciences, which grants all Ph.D.
degrees at the University, then
shared with the trustees many of
the challenges confronting graduate and professional education,
including application data over
time and the strength of significant programs. Immediately following Thach's comments, presentations were made by the
deans of architecture, art, Arts 8c
Sciences, business, engineering,
law, medicine and social work.
During a luncheon break,
graduate students gave presentations to the board, followed by a
short business meeting and then
a two-hour in-depth discussion
between the deans and the trus-

tees, moderated by William B.
Neaves, president and chief executive officer of the Stowers Institute for Medical Research and
chair of the board's researchgraduate affairs committee.
After a lively discussion on
challenges facing graduate and
professional education, Wrighton
thanked the trustees and the
deans for their willingness to devote significant time to an issue
that carries important ramifications for the future of research
universities.
In his report to the board during the brief business portion of
the meeting, Wrighton noted that
the University had received a formal letter confirming the continuing accreditation of the institution
by the North Central Association
following a team site visit in September. The report gives the University high marks in virtually all
areas, but also encourages greater
emphasis on strengthening diversity and gender balance on the faculty and the staff.
Wrighton indicated that the
number of undergraduate applications has set a record high, topping 21,500 candidates seeking
admittance to the fall 2005 freshman class of approximately 1,350
openings.
Also reported to the trustees
was the formal establishment of
the Richard A. Gephardt Institute
for Public Service, named in
honor of the congressman who
served Missouri's 3rd District for
nearly 30 years and who was both
majority and minority leader for
the Democrats in the U.S. House.
James W Davis, Ph.D., professor emeritus of political science
in Arts 8c Sciences, has been
named director of the institute
and will be appointed a Robert S.
Brookings Fellow. An initial grant
of $400,000 has been received
from the Gephardt Tribute Fund,
and efforts will begin soon to
build an endowment for the institute.
Wrighton also reported on the
status of Missouri legislation dealing with stem cell research; recognized the election of Barbara A.
Schaal, Ph.D., the Spencer T. Olin
Professor in Arts 8c Sciences in
biology, as the first woman vice
president of the National Academy
of Sciences; and congratulated the
University community on raising
more than $550,000 for the United
Way Campaign — the highest
amount in University history and
one of the strongest in the nation
among universities.

Special Collections to host
talk on ancient cartography
BY ANDY CLENDENNEN

University Libraries' Department of Special Collections
is hosting a talk titled "The Art
8c Science of Renaissance Mapping: Abraham Ortelius's
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum"
Christine R. Johnson, Ph.D.,
assistant professor of history in
Arts 8c Sciences, will give the
talk at 4 p.m. March 23 in the
Gingko Reading Room, Olin
Library, Level 1.
At the end of the 16th century, Europe was remaking itself
and its relationship with the
world. In the beautifully illustrated maps included in the
first modern atlas — the Theatrum — ancient science is fused
with the powerful dynamics of
exploration, empire and statebuilding, reflecting the creative
use of knowledge in the Renaissance.
Johnson specializes in Renaissance Germany. Her current
research project, "Bringing the

World Home: Germany and the
Overseas Expansion of Europe,"
examines the German responses
to the voyages of Columbus,
de Gama, Magellan and other
explorers and conquerors who
extended Europe's political and
economic reach to the East and
West Indies.
Her interest in the history of
cartography has led to an article
titled "Renaissance German
Cosmographers and the Naming of America" and a course
on "Mapping the Early Modern
World."
The event is free and open to
the public and is part of an ongoing series of talks called "Our
Favorite Books," which features
faculty members or other scholars speaking about important
holdings from Special Collections.
A reception will follow the
talk. For more information,
call 935-5495 or go online to
library.wustl.edu/units/spec/
rarebooks/bkhist.
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Caring for children
Cigarette smoke worsens childhood respiratory infections
BY JIM DRYDEN

School of Medicine researchers found that a child's age
at the time of respiratory
syncytial virus (RSV) infection
and whether the child lives with
a smoker could mean the difference between the sniffles and the
intensive care unit.
By 2 years of age, 95 percent
of all children have been exposed
to RSV, but symptoms can range
from a mild cold to serious pneumonia.
For more than five years, researchers have been following 206
children since they were treated
in the St. Louis Children's Hospital Emergency Department.
The infants all were under 12
months and had a wide range in
severity of RSV infection when
they were enrolled in the RSV
Bronchiolitis in Early Life (RBEL)
study.
Principal investigator Mario
Castro, M.D., associate professor
of medicine and of pediatrics,
and his colleagues looked at medical records and measured the
children's oxygen saturation levels
during RSV infection.
The lower the oxygen saturation, the more serious the infection. Later, they went to the children's homes and analyzed dust
and allergens to determine their
role in the severity of RSV infections.
Researchers asked the mothers
detailed questions about their
pregnancies, including whether or
not they smoked cigarettes either
before or after giving birth. They
also asked the mothers about
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Mario Castro, M.D. (right), associate professor of medicine and of pediatrics, and nurse Michelle
Jenkerson visit with study patient and RSV infection survivor Wil Klages and his mom, Peg Klages.
their allergy and asthma problems.
"What we're trying to study
isn't the likelihood of getting the
disease, because it seems just
about every kid gets RSV," Castro
said. "We wanted to learn what
factors are driving the severe, lifethreatening infections."
Not surprisingly, one of the
most important risk factors for
severe infection was exposure to
cigarette smoke.
"Smoking in the household is

really detrimental," Castro said.
"The kids who lived with mothers
or others who smoked developed
more severe RSV infections than
kids who were not exposed to cigarette smoke."
Twenty-eight percent of the
children in the study lived with
a mother who smoked, and a
total of 40 percent lived in a
house where at least one person
smoked. All of these children
had more severe infections.
But surprisingly, cigarette

Neonatal research helps
determine delivery risks
BY GWEN ERICSON

If a woman goes into labor before her baby
is full term, her obstetrician must make a
crucial recommendation: delay labor or
allow it to continue.
Delivering the baby prematurely may
increase the baby's risk of suffering from
neonatal respiratory distress syndrome
(RDS), a potentially fatal condition.
University researchers have generated
new risk estimates for RDS that allow physicians to make delivery decisions with far
greater confidence.
The researchers' results appeared in
the January issue of the American Journal
of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
RDS ranks as the sixth-most common
cause of death in newborns in the United
States.
The syndrome occurs when newborn
lungs have not fully matured and lack the
normal coating in the tiny sacs where air is
exchanged. RDS causes difficulty breathing
and not only threatens survival, but also
poses a risk of long-term health effects
caused by oxygen deprivation.
Because of the health risks associated
with RDS, physicians who must consider
delivering a preterm baby estimate lung
maturity by testing the amount of lung coating, or surfactant, present in amniotic fluid.
Previous recommendations for RDS prediction listed one surfactant level indicating
mature lungs and another lower number
indicating immature lungs — but that left a
gray zone in the middle that required educated guesswork by physicians.
"Not only was there a gray zone, but
when the surfactant tests were designed, they
didn't consider the gestational age of the
fetus," said senior author Ann Gronowski,
Ph.D., associate professor of pathology and
immunology and of obstetrics and gynecology. "Everyone suspected that the cutoff
numbers changed over the weeks of gesta-

tion, which meant the old
guidelines weren't ade<lua„te"TT .
.
,
Gronowski
So, University researchers set out to create recommendations that
took gestational age into account.
"We felt decision-making could be improved by building a statistical model that
showed the amount of risk associated with
different surfactant levels at each week of
gestation," said Curtis Parvin, Ph.D., associate professor of pathology and immunology
and of biostatistics, who designed the study's
statistical model.
The research group combined data from
three studies of women and babies whose
doctors had administered a test for amniotic
surfactant shortly before delivery in a total
of 509 cases.
The data showed whether the newborns
had RDS and what their gestational age was,
as well as surfactant level.
The results of the statistical analysis were
arranged into convenient tables and graphs
to determine the potential risk of RDS based
on both surfactant level and gestational age.
For example, the absolute risk chart the
team built shows that at 34 weeks of gestation, a baby with a surfactant level of 20 has
a 73 percent risk of RDS, while a baby showing a level of 60 has only a 3 percent risk.
"The old cutoff numbers didn't provide
anywhere near as much information as these
figures do," Parvin said.
Physicians are faced with balancing
potential risks to the mom and the baby,
Gronowski explained.
"Say the mother has severe hypertension, for example, but it can be controlled,"
she said.
"If the surfactant levels and gestational
age indicate a high risk of RDS, the doctor
can delay delivery. But if our estimates indicate that risk of RDS is relatively low, the
doctor can decide to deliver right away to
better protect the mother's health."

smoking during pregnancy did
not seem to increase the risk of
severe infection.
"It's a great thing not to
smoke during pregnancy," he
said.
"But it's equally important
not to smoke after pregnancy.
Kids spend a lot of time with
their mothers during the first few
months of life, and it's detrimental to the child's health if their
mother is smoking."
Age is another risk factor for

serious RSV infection: the younger the child, the more serious the
infection.
Castro attributes that risk
increase to lung and airway development. Tiny windpipes can
become clogged with mucous and
other secretions more easily than
bigger, more developed airways.
The researchers also measured
levels of pet, dust and cockroach
allergens, all of which have been
linked to allergy and asthma
problems.
"We found that even in the
kids who came from the homes
with the highest allergen levels,
there was no increased risk of
RSV," Castro said.
Mothers with allergies or asthma also seemed to have a protective effect, and their children
tended to have less serious RSV
infections, which is surprising,
according to Castro, because the
virus has been linked to asthma
risk later in life.
"We believe the severity of initial RSV infection has a role in
increasing the risk for asthma
later in childhood," Castro said.
"But we won't know for sure until
the children get older."

Bipolar disorder study aims to
find better treatment for kids
BY JIM DRYDEN

University researchers are investigating
the effectiveness of several therapies
for children with bipolar disorder, also
known as manic depressive illness.
The study, called TEAM (Treatment
of Early Age Mania), builds on previous
research that showed bipolar disorder
can occur in children as young as 7.
During the manic phase of the illness,
children may experience an inflated
sense of power and self-esteem and inappropriately behave as if they are in
charge.
They may seem extremely happy and
silly, but their moods can change rapidly.
A decreased need for sleep and excessive
chatter are common. Some bipolar children also experience depression.
Diagnosis is difficult because the
manic phase can be confused with the
more common attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) because both
involve hyperactivity, irritability and distractibility.
However, researchers developed a
diagnostic interview that differentiates
bipolar disorder from ADHD and other
psychiatric illnesses. Children in the
TEAM study will be evaluated using that
interview.
Although characteristics of the disorder in children are now clear, there is little data about appropriate treatment.
Despite several effective medications
for adults, specific testing in children is
needed because they often respond to
medications differently.
To investigate the effectiveness of
medications for the treatment of childhood bipolar disorder, the National
Institute of Mental Health funded the
TEAM study — the first and largest federally funded study of its kind.
Barbara Geller, M.D., professor of

child psychiatry and a pioneer in the
recognition of bipolar disorder in children, is leading the national study.
The School of Medicine's Early
Emotional Development Program is
one of five national sites participating
in the study. Joan L. Luby, M.D., associate professor of child psychiatry, is principal investigator for the St. Louis site.
The researchers are investigating how
well different medications and medication combinations help bipolar children
ages 6-15.
The TEAM study is unique because
placebos are not given; all children will
receive active treatment.
Qualified participants are randomly
selected to receive either lithium, a drug
commonly prescribed for adults with
bipolar disorder; valproate, an anticonvulsant drug that has been related to
improvement of manic symptoms in
smaller studies; or risperidone, an antipsychotic medication used in adults
with schizophrenia that is also being
tested in children with autism.
"There is no proven, effective treatment for children with bipolar disorder,"
Luby said. "But we hope that by comparing these drugs and drug combinations,
we might find ways to better control this
severe illness in affected children."
In addition to diagnostic evaluations
and free study medications, volunteers
receive laboratory tests at several intervals during the study.
When the study is completed, volunteers who've had good responses from
investigational medications may continue taking those drugs.
Volunteers will also be compensated
for participating in a follow-up examination six months after completion of the
initial study.
For more information, call Samantha
Blankenship at 286-2783.
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WUSTL Opera to present A Month in the Country
BYLIAMOTTEN

The Washington University
Opera will present Lee Hoiby's A Month in the Country
— based on the play by Ivan
Turgenev — at 8 p.m. March
18-19 in Edison Theatre.
Set on a provincial estate in
Central Russia, A Month in the
Country (1850) is widely considered Turgenev's finest dramatic
work and a precursor to Chekhov.
A sharply observed tale of love
and passion among the rural
bourgeoisie, it tells the story of
Natalia Petrovna, an aristocratic
wife who — bored with life in the
country — grows infatuated with
Belaev, the young tutor of her
daughter, Katja.
Yet as her feelings become
more pronounced, Natalia perceives a rival for Belaev's affections: her 16-year-old ward,
Verochka.
"Natalia is searching for the
passion that she doesn't feel in her
marriage," said Jolly Stewart, director of the Washington University Opera. "Though her husband
loves her deeply, Natalia becomes
wed to the kinds of things that
often make us feel passionate:
poetry, art, music.

"Ultimately, A
Month in the
Country is about
the passions people need to feel
in their lives,
how those passions change us
and how life
resolves back into
the every."
Stewart, who
directed Hoiby's
Summer and
Smoke in 1999,
noted that A
Month in the
Country is something of lost gem
in the world of
opera. First
adapted in 1964
for the New York
City Opera under
the title Natalia
Petrovna, the
piece was revised
in 1980 but had
gone years with- Debra Hillabrand plays Natalia to lead the 11member cast of A Month in the Country, being
out a performperformed by the Washington University Opera.
ance until last
December, when
the Manhattan
Anne Midgette, a music critic
School of Music launched a wellfor The New York Times, noted at
received production.
the time: "You could perhaps

carp that Mr. Hoiby's music is
conservative, tonal and breaks little new ground, but I was too
busy being engrossed by it, and by
the opera's psychological insight
and grateful vocal writing....
"This whole evening was a reminder that there are, contrary to
conventional wisdom, good operas
being written in our time ..."
Hoiby's other major operatic
works include The Scarf (1957),
Something New for the Zoo (1979),
The Italian Lesson (1981) and This
Is the Rill Speaking (1992).
In addition, Hoiby has made
significant contributions to the
piano repertory, including two
piano concertos and a variety of
chamber pieces. His choral music
is widely performed in churches
throughout the United States.
The 11-member cast of A
Month in the Country is led by
Debra Hillabrand as Natalia,
Megan Higgins as Verochka and
Clark Sturdevant as Belaev. (All
three will graduate in May with
master's degrees in vocal performance.)
Adam Cromer, a 2004 graduate in vocal performance, appears
as Arcady, Natalia's husband. Scott
Levin, who earned a bachelor of
music degree in 2003, sings the

A Month in the
Country
When: 8 p.m. March 18-19
Where: Edison Theatre
Tickets: $15; $10 for students, seniors and WUSTL faculty & staff; $5
for WUSTL students
More information: 935-6543

role of the poet Rakitin.
John Stewart, director of the
University's vocal program, conducts the 14-member orchestra.
Several costumes are on loan
from Opera Theatre of St. Louis,
with additional costumes by local
designer Micah Beck. Sets and
lighting are by WUSTL alumnus
Patrick Huber, who teaches and
coaches drama at the Mary
Institute and St. Louis Country
Day School.
The performances are sponsored by the Department of Music
in Arts & Sciences.
Tickets are $15; $10 for students,
seniors and WUSTL faculty and
staff, and $5 for WUSTL students.
For more information or to
order tickets, call the Edison
Theatre Box Office at 935-6543.

The Wealth of Women • Carb Reduction • Combating Spam
"University Events" lists a portion of the
activities taking place March 18-31 at
Washington University. Visit the Web for
expanded calendars for the Hilltop Campus
(calendar.wustl.edu) and the School of
Medicine (medschool.wustl.edu/
calendars.html).

Exhibits
Inside Out Loud: Visualizing Women's
Health in Contemporary Art. Through
April 24. Kemper Art Museum. 935-4523.
Mona Van Duyn Exhibition. Presented by
University Libraries. Olin Library, Lvl. 1
Grand Staircase Lobby. Through March
25. 935-5495.
Perspective. Presented by University
Libraries. Olin Library, Lvl. 1, Gingko
Reading Room. Through March 25.
935-5495.

Film
Friday, March 18
7:30 p.m. St. Louis Italian Film Festival
Presentation. La Destinazione (The
Destination). Piero Sanna, dir. Co-sponsored by the Program in Film & Media
Studies and the Istituo Italiano di Cultura
di Chicago. Brown Hall, Rm. 100.
935-4056.

Friday, March 25
7 p.m. Kemper Art Museum Presentation.

Citizen Ruth. Alexander Payne, dir.
Kemper Art Museum. 935-4523.
7:30 p.m. St. Louis Italian Film Festival
Presentation. La Meglio Giovente (The
Best of Youth). (Also 7:30 p.m. March
26.) Co-sponsored by the Program in
Film & Media studies and the Istituo
Italiano di Cultura di Chicago. Brown Hall,
Rm. 100.935-4056.

Lectures
Friday, March 18
7:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Transplant Center CME
Course. "Annual Solid Organ Transplant
State-of-the-art Management." Cost:
$100. Eric P. Newman Education Center.
To register: 362-6891.
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds. "Coordinating Care: An International History
of Pediatric Rehabilitation." Walton 0.
Schalick, asst. prof, of newborn medicine
and of history. Clopton Aud., 4950
Children's Place. 454-6006.
Noon. Cell Biology & Physiology Seminar.
"53BP1, a Sensor of DNA Double Strand
Breaks." Thanos Halazonetis, assoc. prof,
of molecular & cellular oncogenesis program, the Wistar Inst. McDonnell Medical
Sciences Bldg., Rm. 426. 362-6912.
4 p.m. East Asian Studies Lecture. Annual
Stanley Spector Memorial Lecture on
East Asian History and Civilization. "Visions of a Vendetta: Chushingura in
Ukiyo-e Prints." Henry D. Smith, prof,
of East Asian languages & cultures,
Columbia U. (Reception follows.)
McDonnell Hall, Rm. 162. 935-4448.

7:30 p.m. St. Louis Astronomical Society
Lecture. "Saturn: The Real Ringworld."
K. Michael Malolepszy, vice president,
St. Louis Astronomical Society. McDonnell
Hall, Rm. 162.935-4614.

Monday, March 21
Noon. Molecular Biology & Pharmacology
Seminar. "NAD-dependent Axonal
Protection: A Link Between Axonopathy
and Lifespan?" Jeffrey Milbrandt, prof, of
pathology & immunology. South Bldg.,
Rm. 3907, Philip Needleman Library.
362-0183.

Wednesday, March 23

Noon. Neurology Monday Noon Seminar
Series. "Imaging Nonmotor Systems in
Tourette Syndrome." Kevin Black, assoc.
prof, of psychiatry, neurology and of radiology. Maternity Bldg., Schwarz Aud.
747-3243.

11 a.m. School of Law "Access to Justice"
Public Interest Law Speakers Series.
"African Americans and the Problem of
Patriotism." Randall L. Kennedy, prof, of
law, Harvard U. 935-4958.

4 p.m. Immunology Research Seminar
Series. "NK Receptors." Lewis Lanier,
American Cancer Society Research
Professor & vice chair of microbiology &
immunology, U. of Calif., San Francisco.
Eric P. Newman Education Center.
362-2763.

Tuesday, March 22
7:30 a.m. Center for the Application of
Information Technology Management
Technology Briefing. "Combating Spam,
Viruses, Spyware & Other Emerging
. Threats." Kenneth Schneider, chief architect, Symantec Network & Gateway
Security Group. Eric P. Newman Education
Center. 935-4444.
Noon. Program in Physical Therapy
Research Seminar. 4444 Forest Park
Blvd., Lower Lvl., Rm. B108/B109.
286-1404.

Nuland to tell of tsunami experience
BY CAROLINE BROOME

Sherwin Nuland, a physician, professor and bestselling author, will relay his experiences working
with tsunami victims in Sri Lanka for the Assembly
Series at 11 a.m. March 23 in Graham
Chapel. His talk is called "Tsunami Medical
Diary."
A prolific writer on a variety of topics,
Nuland is best-known for his book How We
Die: Reflections on Life's Final Chapter. In it,
he argues that a "mythologized" image of
death leaves the terminally ill and their
loved ones unable to cope with the difficulties they face.
Drawing on his knowledge of death
Nuland
both from his work as a physician and from
his own losses, Nuland attempts to dispel the cloud
of fear and mystery surrounding death. How We Die
won the National Book Award, was a finalist for the
1995 Pulitzer Prize and Book Critics Circle Award,
and spent 34 weeks on The New York Times' best-

12:30 p.m. Molecular Microbiology &
Mlcrobial Pathogenesis Seminar Series.
"Genetics, Genomics & Virulence of Vibrio
cholerae." John Mekalanos, prof. & chair
of microbiology & molecular genetics,
Harvard U. McDonnell Medical Sciences
Bldg., Erlanger Aud. 286-2891.

seller list, selling more than a half-million copies.
Nuland is a clinical professor of surgery at Yale
University School of Medicine, where he teaches
bioethics and medical history.
In addition to How We Die, he has written several
other books, among them: Doctors: The Biography of Medicine; The Doctors' Plague:
Germs, Childbed Fever, and the Strange Story
oflgnac Semmelweis; and Lost in America: A
Journey With My Father, an autobiographical
work that recounts his poverty-stricken
childhood in the Bronx and experience with
depression.
Nuland also writes features for The New
Yorker, Time, The New York Times and other
major publications. He serves as literary editor for Connecticut Medicine and chairs the
board of managers for the Journal of the
History of Medicine and Allied Sciences.
Assembly Series lectures are free and open to the
public. For more information, go online to assemblyseries.wustl.edu or call 935-4620.

11 a.m. Assembly Series. School of
Medicine Lecture. "The Human Body
and the Human Spirit." Sherwin Nuland,
instructor in bioethics & medical history,
Yale U. Graham Chapel. 935-4620.

4 p.m. Biochemistry & Molecular Biophysics Seminar. "Defining the Interaction of
the EGF Receptor With Lipid Rafts Using
Lipidomics and Live Cell Fluorescence
Cluster Analysis." Linda J. Pike, assoc.
prof, of biochemistry & molecular biophysics. Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave.
362-0261.
4 p.m. University Libraries Favorite Books
Series. "The Art & Science of Renaissance
Mapping: Abraham Ortelius's Theatrum
Orbus Terrarum (1579)." Christine R.
Johnson, asst. prof, of history. Olin
Library, Lvl. 1, Ginkgo Reading Rm.
935-5495.

Thursday, March 24
8 a.m. Medicine Grand Rounds. "Childbed
Fever." Sherwin Nuland, clinical prof, of
surgery, Yale U., and Morton Binder Visiting Professor of Medicine. Clopton Aud.,
4950 Children's Place. 454-7116.
Noon. George Warren Brown School of
Social Work Lecture Series. "Research
and Trends on Revenue Generation in the
Nonprofit Sector." Cynthia Massarsky,
deputy dir., Goldman Sachs Foundation
Partnership on Nonprofit Ventures, Yale
School of Management. Brown Hall, Rm.
124.935-6661.
4 p.m. Chemistry Seminar. "Development
of Ethanol/Air Biofuel Cells." Shelley D.
Minteer, asst. prof, of chemistry, St. Louis
U. McMillen Lab., Rm. 311. 935-6530.
4 p.m. Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences
Seminar. "Imaging Circuit Development in
the Vertebrate Retina." Rachel Wong, prof,
of neurobiology. Maternity Bldg., Rm. 725.
362-1006.
4:15 p.m. Earth & Planetary Sciences
Colloquium. "In situ Microelectrodes in
the Field and in the Lab: Linking Geochemical Cycling With Microbial Activity." Gregory Druschel, asst. prof, of geology, U. of
Vt. Earth & Planetary Sciences Bldg., Rm.
203.935-5610.
4:15 p.m. Romance Languages and Literatures Lecture. "The Importance of
Being Sentimental: Love and Writing in
Today's Spanish-American Novel." Anibal
Gonzalez, Perez Edwin Erie Sparks
Professor of Spanish, Penn. State U.
Duncker Hall, Rm. 201, Hurst Lounge.
935-5175.

Friday, March 25
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds.
"Reductions in Carbohydrates Don't
Always Make You Smaller: A Developmental Biologist's Response to Atkins."
Scott Saunders, asst. prof, of pediatrics.
Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's Place.
454-6006.
Noon. Cell Biology & Physiology Seminar.
"Evading P53 Action During Tumor
Development and Therapy." Scott W.
Lowe, prof., Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, N.Y. McDonnell Medical Sciences
Bldg., Rm. 426. 362-7437.
12:30-4:30 p.m. St. Louis STD/HIV Prevention Training Center CME Course.
"STD Clinician." (Continues 12:30-4:30
April 1 & 8.) Cost: $125. U. of Mo.-St.
Louis, South Computer Bldg., Rm. 200A.
To register: 747-1522.

Sunday, March 27
8 a.m.-8 p.m. Visiting East Asian Professionals Program Conference. "Translations and Transformations: The Heike
Monogatari in No." (Continues 6 a.m.7 p.m. March 28, 6 a.m.-11:50 p.m.
March 29.) McMillan Hall Cafe. To register: 935-8772.

Monday, March 28
Noon. Neurology Monday Noon Seminar
Series. "Untold Pathways to Neurodegeneration." Minh Dang Nguyen, dept.
of pathology, Harvard U. Maternity Bldg.,
Schwarz Aud. 747-3243.
Noon. Work, Families, and Public Policy
Brown Bag Seminar Series. "The Wealth
of Women." Lena Edlund, assoc. prof, of
economics, Columbia U. Eliot Hall, Rm.
300. 935-4918.
4 p.m. Immunology Research Seminar
Series. "STATs in Action." John Darnell,
Vincent Astor Professor emeritus of
molecular cell biology, Rockefeller U. Eric
P. Newman Education Center. 362-2763.

Tuesday, March 29
Noon. Chabad on Campus Contemporary Jewish Law Lecture. "'Placing a
Stumbling Block Before a Blind Person'
and Deceptive Marketing Tactics."
Anheuser-Busch Hall, Rm. 312.
721-2884.
12:30 p.m. Molecular Microbiology &
Microbial Pathogenesis Seminar Series.
"Guarding the Goods: Molecular Insights
Into the Central Alarm System of Plants."
Roger Innes, prof, of biology, Indiana U.
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.,
Erlanger Aud. 935-7284.

Wednesday, March 30
11 a.m. Assembly Series. Congress of the
South 40 Lecture. Seth MacFariane, creator of The Family Guy. Graham Chapel.
935-4620.
4 p.m. Biochemistry & Molecular Biophysics Seminar. "Replication Protein A:
Regulation of Multiple Domains and
Multiple Interactions." Marc S. Wold.,

record.wustl.edu

Renowned poet Bidart to read
BYLIAMOTTEN

Award-winning poet Frank
Bidart, the visiting Fannie
Hurst Professor of Creative Literature in the Department of
English in Arts & Sciences, will
read from his work March 24 and
will give a talk on the craft of
poetry March 31.
Both events — sponsored by
the Department of English and
The Writing Program, both in Arts
& Sciences, as part of the 2005
Spring Reading Series — will
begin at 8 p.m. in Hurst Lounge,
Duncker Hall, Room 201.
Bidart is the author of numerous books of poetry. In the Western
Night: Collected Poems 1965-90
(1990) gathered his first three volumes — The Golden State (1973),
The Book of the Body (1979) and
The Sacrifice (1983) — along with
new poems, while Desire (1997)
was a finalist for both the National

Book Award and the National
Book Critics' Circle Award.
Other collections include Music
Like Dirt (2002) and the forthcoming Star Dust. He also co-edited, with David Gewanter, Robert
Lowell's Collected Poems (2003).
"Frank Bidart is one of our
most arresting original poets, who
has fused the traditions of poetry,
theater and cinema to create a
kind of meditation-in-constantmotion on that ever-shifting and
controversial subject, morality —
morality, in particular, as it applies
to the conduct of the body, and to
how to negotiate the tension between the competing desires of
mind and body," said Carl Phillips,
professor of English and of African 8c Afro-American Studies in
Arts 8c Sciences.
"What does it mean to have a
body? How much of what we do is
of our choosing? Do we get to
choose? These are among the

demanding
questions that
Bidart's work
asks of us, even
as it offers its
own oftenBidart
harrowing
answers."
Bidart's many honors include
the Lila Wallace-Reader's Digest
Foundation Writer's Award; the
American Academy of Arts and
Letters' Morton Dauwen Zabel
Award; and the Poetry Society of
America's Shelley Award.
In 2003, he was elected chancellor of the Academy of American Poets. He teaches at Wellesley
College.
Both WUSTL events are free
and open to the public, with a
reception following each. Copies
of Bidart's work will be available
for purchase March 24.
For more information, call
935-7130.

Italian film festival begins with La Destinazione today
BY NEIL SCHOENHERR

The St. Louis Italian Film Festival, sponsored by the Istituto
Italiano di Cultura di Chicago,
WUSTL's Program in Film and
Media Studies in Arts 8c Sciences
and the Italian Club of St. Louis,
will feature the St. Louis premiere
of three recent Italian films.
La Destinazione (The Destination) by Piero Sanna will be
shown today; La Meglio Gioventil
(The Best of Youth) by Marco
Tullio Giordana will be shown in

two parts on March 25 and 26;
and U CuoreAltrove (Incantato) by
Pupi Avati will be shown April 1.
All films will be presented in
35mm format in Italian with
English subtitles at 7:30 p.m. in
Brown Hall, Room 100.
Today's screening of La
Destinazione is a rare opportunity
for St. Louisans to meet director
Piero Sanna, who will introduce
his film and hold a brief questionand-answer session after the
screening.
Sanna will come to St. Louis

Mosaic Whispers to present conceits
Mosaic Whispers, WUSTL's oldest co-ed a cappella group,
will present its annual "Splash of
Color" concert at 7:30 p.m. March
18-19 in Graham Chapel.
For Splash of Color, the 10member group will be joined by
the all-male comedy octet The
Other Guys and the jazz vocal
ensemble No Strings Attached,
both from the University of Illinois, as well as by Mama's Pot
Roast, a WUSTL improv comedy
troupe.
In addition, today's concert will
feature appearances by two more
campus ensembles, The Amateurs
and The Greenleafs, while the

prof, of biochemistry, U. of Iowa. Cori
Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave. 362-0261.
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March 19 show will include The
Pikers and After Dark.
Founded in 1991, Mosaic
Whispers has performed in a cappella concerts and competitions
around the country. The group's
seven studio albums include
Vested Interest: The First 10 Years
of Mosaic Whispers; the awardwinning Against the Grain; and,
most recently, Defrosted. The
albums are available online at
mosaicwhispers.com and at the
concerts.
Tickets are $7 — $5 for students — and are available at the
door. For more information, call
Aaron Lewis at (616) 485-9170.

after presenting his film at Chicago's European Union Film
Festival at the Gene Siskel Film
Center.
La Destinazione focuses on a
young man who enlists in the state
police and is posted to the island
of Sardinia, where he encounters
a society that seems primitive,
ruled by unfamiliar traditions and
closed to outsiders. Sanna captures
the rugged beauty of Sardinia
and a powerful sense of what it
feels like to be a stranger in a
strange land.
La Meglio Gioventu was an
enormous box-office and critical
success in Italy. It follows the lives
of two brothers who take diverging
paths through 40 years of recent
Italian history, one becoming an
embittered policeman, the other a
politically active psychiatrist.
II Cuore Altrove, a poignant tale
set in Rome and Bologna during
the 1920s, tells the story of a timid
35-year-old bachelor who comes
from a long line of tailors. He
meets an exuberant, beautiful
young blind girl with whom he
falls hopelessly in love, but both
sets of parents do not approve of
the relationship.
Admission is free and open to
the public.
For more information, call
935-4056.

Friday, March 25
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Hacker, National Book
Award winner, to read
In conjuction with the
Kemper Art Museum
exhibit Inside Out Loud
BYLIAMOTTEN

Award-winning poet Marilyn
Hacker will read from her
work at 7 p.m. today at
the Mildred Lane Kemper Art
Museum.
Hacker's talk is being presented in conjunction with
the museum's exhibition
Inside Out Loud: Women's
Health in Contemporary
Art, on display through
April 24.
The author of 11
books of poetry and
essays, Hacker is a cancer
survivor and a prominent
lesbian activist as well as Hacker
an influential literary editor and a gifted translator. Much
of her work details her own
struggles with breast cancer and
the loss of friends to AIDS.
Hacker has received many of
poetry's highest honors, including a National Book Award for
her first collection, Presentation
Piece (1974); the Lambda Literary
Award and the Nation's Lenore
Marshall Prize for Winter
Numbers (1994); and the 1996
Poet's Prize for Selected Poems
1965-1990.
Other books include Love,
Death and the Changing of the
Seasons (1986), Squares and
Courtyards (2000) and Desesperanto: Poems 1999-2002 (2003).

Hacker's work has appeared in
numerous anthologies of gay and
lesbian poetry as well as in collections focusing on AIDS and women's illnesses. As editor of The
Kenyon Review from 1990-94, she
encouraged a number of emerging women, minority and gay and
lesbian writers.
She divides her time between
Paris and New York, where she
teaches at City College and The
City University of New York.
Inside Out Loud is the first
major survey of contemporary American art to
explore critical issues
relating to women's
health. The 51 works of
art from across the country represent such topics
as breast cancer, AIDS,
reproductive rights and
technology, beauty and
aging, paralleling the rise
in awareness of women's
health as a distinct category in
the medical profession and in the
community at large.
In conjunction with the exhibition, more than 30 campus and
community partners have joined
with the Kemper Art Museum to
present close to 70 events relating
to women's health. For a complete schedule, contact Stephanie
Parrish at 935-7918 or stephanie_
parrish@wustl.edu.
Hacker's talk is free and open
to the public and is sponsored by
The Center for the Humanities
and The Writing Program, both
in Arts 8c Sciences.
For more information, call
935-5576.

Quadrangle Housing moves to North Campus
Quadrangle Housing Co., the
University's affiliate that
leases and manages more than
1,000 off-campus apartments to
students, faculty and staff, is the
latest tenant at the University's
North Campus, located at 700
N. Rosedale Ave.
The move from its former
location, 350 N. Skulker Blvd.,
was completed March 4.
Monday-Friday office hours
are from 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.,

Campus. 7240 Forsyth Blvd. 721-2884.

Sports

All Day. Track & Field Meet. Washington
University Open. Francis Field. 935-4705.

Thursday, March 24

Saturday, March 19

Noon. Baseball vs. Coe College. Kelly
Field. 935-4705.

7 p.m. Catholic Holy Thursday Mass.
Catholic Student Center, 6352 Forsyth
Blvd. 935-9191.

except for Tuesdays, when the
office remains open until 6 p.m.
The new phone number for
Quadrangle Housing is
935-9511.
The Web site is offcampus
housing.wustl.edu; the e-mail
address is ars@aismail.wustl.edu.
Quadrangle Housing assumed management of the University's off-campus housing
from the former Parkview Properties earlier this year.

Monday, March 21

Noon. Softball vs. MacMurray College.
Annual Midwest Region Invitational.
WUSTL Field. 935-4705.

Friday, March 25

11:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Blood Drive. Cosponsored by Alpha Phi Omega. (Also
11:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. March 22, Mallinckrodt Student Center, Lower LvL, The
Gargoyle; 5-10 p.m. March 23 & 24,
Wohl Student Center, Friedman Lounge.)
Mallinckrodt Student Center, Lower LvL,
The Gargoyle. 658-2150.

11 a.m. Men's Tennis vs. Graceland U.
Tao Tennis Center. 935-4705.

4 p.m. Softball vs. Illinois Wesleyan U.
Annual Midwest Region Invitational.
WUSTL Field. 935-4705.

7 p.m. Catholic Good Friday Services.
Sponsored by the Catholic Student
Center. Graham Chapel. 935-9191.

3:30 p.m. Career Center Event. Job
Search Strategies. Umrath Hall, Rm.
157, The Career Center. 935-5930.

11 a.m. Softball vs. Clarke College.
Marriott West Invitational. WUSTL Field.
935-4705.

Saturday, March 26

Saturday, March 26

Noon. Baseball vs. Coe College. Kelly
Field. 935-4705.

7 p.m. Catholic Easter Vigil Mass.
Sponsored by the Catholic Student
Center. Graham Chapel. 935-9191.

4-7 p.m. Undergraduate Research
Symposium. Featuring oral and poster
presentations. (Also 4-7 p.m. March 22
& 23.) Lab Sciences Bldg., Rm. 250.
935-6519.

Noon. Softball vs. Wartburg College.
Annual Midwest Region Invitational.
WUSTL Field. 935-4705.

Sunday, March 27

Tuesday, March 22

2 p.m. Women's Tennis vs. Graceland U.
Tao Tennis Center. 935-4705.

2 p.m. Softball vs. Centre College. Annual
Midwest Region Invitational. WUSTL
Field. 935-4705.

11 a.m. Catholic Easter Sunday Mass.
Sponsored by the Catholic Student
Center. Graham Chapel. 935-9191.

4 p.m. Career Center Event. Resume &
Cover Letter Writing. Umrath Hall, Rm.
157, The Career Center. 935-5930.

Music

Sunday, March 20

Monday, March 28

8:30 a.m. Baseball vs. Milwaukee School
of Engineering. Kelly Field. 935-4705.

2 p.m. Baseball vs. U. of Mo.-Rolla. Kelly
Field. 935-4705.

Friday, March 18

11 a.m. Softball vs. Augustana College.
Marriott West Invitational. WUSTL Field.
935-4705.

Tuesday, March 29

Thursday, March 31
4 p.m. Chemistry Seminar. "Structural
Basis of ssONA and Cleavage by F Factor
Tral." Joel F. Schildbach, assoc. prof, of
biology, Johns Hopkins U. McMillen Lab.,
Rm. 311. 935-6530.
4 p.m. Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences
Seminar. "Eyeballing the Immune
System: Implications for Angiogenesis."
Rajendra S. Apte, asst. prof, of ophthalmology & visual sciences. Maternity
Bldg., Rm. 725. 362-1006.
4 p.m. Religious Studies Lecture. Annual
Witherspoon Lecture in Religion and
Science. 'The Florentine Heretic: Galileo,
the Church and the Cosmos." David C.
Lindberg, Hilldale Professor Emeritus of
the history of science, U. of Wise. Lab.
Sciences Bldg., Rm. 300, Jerzewiak
Family Aud. 935-7752.

8 p.m. Washington University Opera. A
Month In the Country by Lee Hoiby. Jolly
Stewart, dir. (Also 8 p.m. March 19.)
Cost: $15, $10 for students, seniors,
WUSTL faculty & staff, $5 for WUSTL
students. Edison Theatre. 935-6543.

Sunday, March 27
8 p.m. Visiting East Asian Professionals
Program Presentation. The Tale of the
Heike. Yasuko Arai, professional biwa
player. Brown Hall, Rm. 100. 935-8772.

9:30 a.m. Women's Tennis vs. Cornell
College. Tao Tennis Center. 935-4705.
11 a.m. Baseball vs. Milwaukee School
of Engineering. Kelly Field. 935-4705.

1 p.m. Softball vs. Central College.
Marriott West Invitational. WUSTL Field.
935-4705.
1:30 p.m. Baseball vs. Concordia U.
Kelly Field. 935-4705.

1 p.m. Softball vs. Loras College.
Marriott West Invitational. WUSTL Field.
935-4705.
1:30 p.m. Baseball vs. Illinois Wesleyan
U. Kelly Field. 935-4705.

12:30 p.m. Baseball vs. Maryville U. Kelly
Field. 935-4705.

Thursday, March 31
4 p.m. Softball vs. Maryville U. WUSTL
Field. 935-4705.

Monday, March 21
2 p.m. Baseball vs. Greenville College.
Kelly Field. 935-4705.

Worship

Wednesday, March 23

Friday, March 18

4 p.m. Women's Tennis vs. Lindenwood
U. Tao Tennis Center. 935-4705.

7:15 p.m. Shabbat Dinner Faculty Guest
Series. Stephen S. Lefrak, prof, of medicine and asst. dean. Hosted by Chabad on

And more,..
Friday, March 18
3:30 p.m. Career Center Event. Friday
Forum: Communications & Marketing.
Umrath Hall Lounge. 935-5930.

Thursday, March 24
4 p.m. Career Center Event. Interviewing
Skills 101. Umrath Hall, Rm. 157, The
Career Center. 935-5930.
8 p.m. Writing Program Reading Series.
Frank Bidart, Fannie Hurst Professor of
Creative Literature and poet. Duncker
Hall, Rm. 201, Hurst Lounge. 935-7130.

7 p.m. Kemper Art Museum Reading.
An Evening With Poet Marilyn Hacker.
Organized in conjunction with The Center
for the Humanities. Kemper Art Museum.
935-4523.

Wednesday, March 30

Sunday, March 20

5:30 p.m. Career Center Event. Etiquette
Dinner. Whittemore House. 935-5930.

2:30 p.m. University Libraries Event. "A
Feast of Awareness: A Celebration of
Mona Van Duyn." Women's Bldg. To register: 935-8003.

11:45 a.m. Career Center Event. Lunch
With a Pro: Communications & Marketing. Umrath Hall, Rm. 157, The
Career Center. 935-5930.

Thursday, March 31
8 p.m. Writing Program Reading Series
Talk. Frank Bidart, poet. Duncker Hall,
Rm. 201, Hurst Lounge. 935-7130.
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Diversity
Several minority vendors
contracted with WUSTL
- from Page 1
ty specialty contractors. And one
of the most successful areas has
been in the area of electrical
work.
Marion Hayes III owns BRK
Electric and spent the past summer working with people from
Helmkamp Construction on several maintenance projects.
"When I decided to open my
own business, Steve Rackers
(manager of capital projects and
records in facilities) gave me an
opportunity to work on a continuing-services basis on campus my
first year," said Hayes, a WUSTL
alum and a graduate of the "Business of Construction" course
offered by Marks, "and that was
really tremendous because they
utilized us during the summer,
which is the season to get work
done around campus.
"Although it has its peaks and
valleys, we have been able to keep
two or three electricians busy on
campus since the start of summer,
which has been tremendous. We
run into some lulls, but (being
there) has definitely been helpful
to us. And it has allowed us to do
some smaller jobs on the Hilltop
Campus because we are here and
they know us."
While Hayes has been plying
his trade mostly on the Hilltop
Campus, Sam Hutchinson has
worked on several projects for the
School of Medicine.
Hutchinson, owner of Interface Construction, has been involved with more than 70 projects, big and small, in the past
couple of years. All but five or six
have come at the medical school.

Peptide
Surprising that it
regulates the process
- from Page 1
There are roughly 10,000 neurons in this nucleus on either
side of your brain.
The timekeeping mechanism in these cells depends on
daily cycles in gene activity.
Herzog found in his latest
study that the percentage of
rhythmic cells in the mutant
SCN was very low, and he
believes these rhythmic neurons are specialized circadian
pacemakers.
"We suspect that at least

His experiences here have
Hutchinson anticipating other
corporations and businesses following the University's lead.
"Without a shred of doubt,
Washington University, especially
the School of Medicine, is the single most enlightened owner in
St. Louis," he said.
"Analyzing the influence of the
University on St. Louis leads me
to believe that many other owners
would create real access to diverse
businesses if WashU initiated a
'follow the leader and prove it'
program."
Hayes and Hutchinson are just
two of the several minority vendors who have contracted with
the University. The entire process
was made somewhat easier because of Marks' previous job running her own independent firm.
"To attract local minority vendors, I initially focused on my
past relationships," Marks said.
"Several of the minority-owned
firms we began working with have
been in business in St. Louis for
several years, but had not established a relationship with the
University. My office served as a
catalyst for making proper introductions and educating both the
firms and the University."
Don't be fooled into thinking
that the firms focus solely on construction, though. There are several other areas for which the
University needs contractors: janitorial services, paper products,
bottled water, and the list goes on.
So Marks set about looking for
firms from all areas in which the
University could benefit.
"On the construction side, we
immediately began working with
established minority general
contractors (Interface, Mosley,
Kwame, etc.) as well as our
majority contracting partners
(McCarthy, Tarlton, BSI, etc.) to
foster relationships," Marks said.
some of the pacemaking cells in
the SCN are VIP cells," he said,
"and one of the things we'll try
to do next is confirm this. We
will also try to understand better how VIP synchronizes pacemakers."
It's surprising that the
process is regulated by a peptide, usually a slow signaling
agent, rather than a neurotransmitter, associated with fast
events, Herzog said.
"We're trying to understand
the mechanics of how the system synchronizes and the secondary messenger systems as
well," Herzog said.
"We're getting closer to the
heart and soul of circadian
rhythmicity by uncoupling the
(biological) clock."

"On the non-construction side,
we began evaluating local firms
for preferred supplier relationships.
"The first established contracts with Minority Business
Enterprise suppliers were general
distribution for janitorial and
industrial paper products, United Technologies for printing,
and Unlimited Water Processing
for bottled water.
Since then, several other
firms have begun preferred supplier relationships, and the University continues to search for
new categories of spending.
In addition to the three mentioned above, the categories of
spending are represented by the
following firms: Brown-Kortkamp Moving and Storage (moving services for on-campus relocations); Catering Plus (catering); Champion Couriers (courier services in metro St. Louis
area);
Minority Business Enterprise
Inc. (remanufactured printer
and toner cartridges); O J Photo
Supply (photography equipment, supplies and services);
Shurn Group (temporary staffing); Specialties International
(event equipment rental); Staff
Link (temporary staffing); and
World Wide Technology (reseller
for Cisco-branded products).
"The preferred supplier program has proven a great way to
build long-term relationships
with minority-owned suppliers,"
Marks said. "The challenge remains to identify MBE firms in
the supply categories representing substantial spending by the
University.
"Working along with the
resource management team, the
Office of Supplier Diversity continues to monitor and support
our existing preferred supplier
relationships as well as promote
new business opportunities to
the current and future entrepreneurs in our community."
Hayes said, "(The program
has) provided the opportunity
for minority and women contractors to be involved, but the
thing that I really like more than
anything else is that it's not just
'OK' for a company to be minority- or women-owned, the University likes to see diversity in
the work force, too.
"In my opinion, in the
St. Louis community, we have
a problem getting minorities
involved in the construction
process. We aren't going to be
able to create these minorityowned contractors without
minorities working in the field."
For contact information on
any of these preferred suppliers,
go online to purchasing
.wustl.edu.

Employment
Go online to hr.wustl.edu (Hilltop Campus) or medicine.wustl.edu/wumshr (Medical Campus) to obtain complete job descriptions.

Hilltop
Campus

Medical Public
Policy Specialist
050110

For the most current
listing of Hilltop
Campus position openings and the Hilltop
Campus application
process, go online to
hr.wustl.edu. For more
information, call
935-5906 to reach the
Human Resources
Employment Office at
West Campus.

Project Manager

Dir. of
Communications

050115

050177

Medical Sciences
Writer 050120

Coord., Student
Involvement/Multicult
ural Spec. 050178

Systems
Administrator/Data
Manager 050131
Assoc. Dir. for Media
Relations 050151
Asst. Dir. of
Admissions 050157

Assoc. Dir., Chief
Physician 050176

Coord., Student
Involvement/Program
ming Spec. 050179

RN—Research
Patient Coord. —
Part-time 051023

Research Patient
Coord. 051042

Animal Care
Technician II

Research Asst.

Custodian 050985

051029

Custodian 050986

Compliance Review
Claims Analyst

Insurance Billing &
Collection Asst. Ill
050987

051030

Asst. Intramural
Director 050185

Dir. ot Development,
School of Law
050085

Residential College
Dir. 050167

Medical
Campus

Coord, for Advising
& Freshmen
Programs 050175

Research Patient
Coord. 050980

This is a partial list of
positions in the School
of Medicine.
Employees: Contact the
medical school's Office
of Human Resources at
362-7196. External candidates: Submit
resumes to the Office of
Human Resources,
4480 Clayton Ave.,

Public Safety
Officer 050988
Public Safety
Officer 050989
Public Safety
Officer 050990
Research Patient
Coord.
/Professional

050992
Medical Asst. II

050993

050127
Data Asst. Part Time

Medical Coding
Coord. 051031

051041

051044
Research
Technician II

051046
RN—Research
Patient Coord.

051047
Research Data Asst.

051048
Administrative
Coord. 051049
Medical Secretary II

051051

051032

Post Doctoral
Research Assoc.

Clinical Research
Specialist 051034
Lab Asst. I Part
Time 051035
Service Quality
Coord. 051037

Gephardt, who was a member
of the U.S. Air National Guard
from 1965-1971, was first elected
to represent Missouri's 3rd
District in 1976. As a House
freshman, he served on the Ways
and Means and Budget committees, where he became a national
leader on health care, trade and
tax fairness.
In 1984, he was elected chair
of the House Democratic Caucus,
the fourth-ranking leadership post
in the House.
In 1987, Gephardt became the
first Democrat to enter the 1988
presidential race, where he won
the Iowa Democratic Caucus and
helped frame the economic issues
that dominated the election.
He was elected House majority
leader by a wide margin in 1989.
His most notable accomplishments included the House's passing President Clinton's economic
plan to cut the deficit, investing in
education, cutting taxes for working families and raising taxes for
the wealthy.
After the Republican Party

Vaccine
- from Page 1
ment and secreted in breast
milk," Mohanakumar said. "So we
had to prove first that we could
elicit an immune response to a
protein that is in the body normally."
They injected the DNA vaccine under the skin of test mice
that had been engineered so that
their immune systems would
react to the human mammaglobin-A like a human immune system. The researchers loaded specific cells in the mice with mammaglobin-A antigens and found
that the vaccine-primed T-cells
attacked those loaded cells.
The research team also transferred vaccine-primed T-cells
into mice with growing tumors
that had or didn't have mammaglobin-A antigens. Tumors with
mammaglobin-A antigens
stopped growing and shrunk in
volume, while those without the
antigens continued to grow at the
usual pace.
"The results demonstrated
that the vaccine-primed immune
response is specific to mammaglobin-A antigens," Mohanakumar said.
Breast tumors with mammaglobin-A antigens on their surface also may display antigens
that come from multiple parts of
the mammaglobin-A molecule.
Further experiments confirmed
the importance of generating Tcells that can react to a variety of

"Now that we've found
how effectively an
immune response can be
generated to mammaglobin-A, we plan to
conduct clinical trials in
patients who are at very
high risk for breast
cancer and in patients
who have had a relapse
after initial treatment"
THALACHALLOUR MOHANAKUMAR

different mammaglobin-A
antigens.
When the team tested a DNA
vaccine containing the DNA code
for just one part of the mammaglobin-A molecule, the researchers
found T-cells reacting to only
that antigen, indicating that the
method can generate immune
cells that target specific parts of
the mammaglobin-A protein.
"Now that we've found how
effectively an immune response
can be generated to mammaglobin-A, we plan to conduct clinical
trials in patients who are at very
high risk for breast cancer and
in patients who have had a relapse after initial treatment,"
Mohanakumar said. "We want to
see if giving patients the DNA
vaccine can prevent or eliminate
breast cancer or at least slow its
growth."

Campus Watch
The following incidents were reported to University Police March 9-15. Readers with
information that could assist in investigating these incidents are urged to call 9355555. This information is provided as a public service to promote safety awareness
and is available on the University Police Web site at police.wustl.edu.

GrantAsst.il

Insurance Billing &
Collection Asst. II
Statistical Data
Analyst 051033

from Page 1

Nurse Practitioner

051040
Coder, Certified

Custodian 050984

Animal Care
Technician 050166

050105

Research Patient
Coord.—Part-time
050979

051038

Medical Secretary II
051019

051028

Clinical Study Coord.
050048

Research Asst.

050967

Custodian 050983

050159

Staff
Psychologist/Counse
lor/Clin. Soc. Worker
050174

Clerk II051039

Custodian 050982

040221

Asst. Oir. for
Disability Resources
050099

Research
Technician II

Asst. Supervisor,
Insurance Billing &
Collections 051018

Asst. Dean 050181
Administrative Asst.
050183

Assoc. Coord, of Gift
Acknowledgements
050173

Medical Secretary II

Ophthalmic
Technician 050981

Accounting Manager

Sr. Prospect
Researcher 050170

Medical Asst. II Part
Time 050994

Accounting Asst.
050180

Research Statistician

Reference
Librarian/Instruction
& Outreach Coord.
050098

Campus Box 8002,
St. Louis, MO 63110,
or call 362-7196.

Gephardt

won control of the chamber in
1994, Democrats chose Gephardt
as minority leader.
Gephardt also used his leadership role in Congress in the efforts
to raise the minimum wage; curtail rollbacks of affirmative action;
pass the McCain-Feingold campaign-finance reform legislation;
include labor and environmental
standards in U.S. trade agreements; block White House efforts
to roll back arsenic standards in
drinking water; win passage of
environmental legislation to clean
up brownfields; and secure protections for family farms.
In August 1999, Gephardt and
U.S. Sen. Christopher "Kit" Bond,
R-Mo., received the Science Coalition's Langer Award in recognition of their advocacy for federal
government support of basic research. The coalition comprises
some 400 organizations, institutions and individuals that support
research funding.
In 2004, Gephardt pursued the
Democratic presidential nomination.
Gephardt has been married
to Jane Gephardt for nearly four
decades. They have three children:
Matt, a software developer; Chrissy, a Democratic activist; and Kate,
a teacher.

051052
Research
Technician II
051055
Supervisor, Clinical
Office 051056
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Notables
Wysession is national lecture series speaker
BY TONY FITZPATRICK

The Incorporated Research
Institutions for Seismology
(IRIS) and the Seismological
Society of America (SSA) have
selected Michael E. Wysession,
Ph.D., associate professor of earth
and planetary sciences in Arts &
Sciences, as one of two speakers
for their third annual IRIS/SSA
Distinguished Lectures series.
Wysession joins Susan Hough,
Ph.D., of the U.S. Geological
Survey, in receiving the honor.
They will each give about a dozen
talks aimed at general audiences
throughout this year.
Among the sites where Wysession will lecture are the Chicago
Field Museum, American Museum of Natural History, and the
Smithsonian Institution.
Wysession is an established

world leader in the area of seismology and geophysical education. He has developed several
means of using the seismic waves
from earthquakes to "see" into the
Earth and create 3-D pictures of
Earth's interior. These images help
in understanding what the Earth
is made of and how it evolves
over time.
An important part of the focus
of Wysession's research has been
the complex boundary region
between the solid rock of Earth's
mantle and the liquid iron of
Earth's core. Some of these investigations have been carried out
using seismic information from
arrays of seismometers that he has
deployed across America.
The results show that Earth is
in constant internal motion, carrying heat from the deep interior
up to the surface like a continual

conveyor belt.
Wysession also is a leader in the
area of geoscience education, an
author of Prentice Hall's physicalscience textbook and a supervisor
of the writing of several other textbooks. At a more advanced level,
he is the co-author of Introduction
to Seismology, Earthquakes, and
Earth Structure, a leading graduate-level textbook used in geophysics classes around the world.
He constructed the first computer-generated animation of
how seismic waves propagate
within the Earth from an earthquake, creating a 20-minute
movie that is used in many highschool and college classrooms.
Wysession has written about
the deep Earth in several generalaudience publications such as
Scientific American, American
Scientist and Earth magazines.

Sports
Women's season ends
with loss to Millikin
The No. 7 women's basketball
team fell to No. 6 Millikin University, 67-58, in the second
round of the NCAA Division III
Tournament March 5 to end its
season at 22-5.
The Bears jumped out to an
18-7 advantage by the 12:04 mark
of the first half, behind the post
play of senior Hallie Hutchens.
Millikin went scoreless for more
than six minutes, then rallied to
within three points (24-21) with
3:17 left in the half. WUSTL led,
30-23, at the break and extended
the lead to 35-23 early in the second half.
The Big Blue took their first
lead of the game at 55-54 with
3:10 and never trailed again.
Hutchens shot 11-for-16 en
route to a career-high 25 points
and eight rebounds.

Indoor track and field
has best NCAA finish
The women's track and field team
placed ninth of 60 teams March
11-12 at the NCAA Indoor
Championships in Bloomington,
111. The finish was the best in
school history.
The 4x400 meter relay team of
junior Michelle McCully, sophomore Natalie Badowski, freshman
Danielle Wadlington, and junior
Katelin Gruber improved on its
sixth place finish in the preliminaries to place second with a time
of 3:52.86.
Senior Maggie Grabow earned
All-America honors for the second time in the meet by placing
fourth in the 5,000 meters with a
time of 17:20.02. Grabow, also

earned all-America honors in the
distance medley relay.
A week earlier, the men's and
women's teams shattered five
school records at the Iowa State
University Last Chance Meet
March 5.

Baseball goes 3-1
at UAA Championship
The baseball team began conference play with a 3-1 record at the
UAA Championship. After falling
to Rochester, 5-2, March 11 on
the first day of competition,
WUSTL (7-3) reeled off three
straight wins.
Senior Jason Ortwerth pitched
a complete-game in a 10-1 win
against Brandeis March 12; sophomore Andy Shields and senior
Dan Rieck each hit a two-run
homer in the win. Shields also
went the distance in a 4-3 upset
of No. 14 Emory later that day.
On March 13, WUSTL pounded out 19 hits in a seven-inning,
13-1 win against Rochester.
The baseball team went split
its four games March 5-6 at Kelly
Field. On March 5, the Bears won
both games in the bottom of the
ninth, 5-4 against Eureka and 6-5
against Cornell College.
Cornell turned the tables the
next day, winning 12-6 and 10-5.

Perfect game helps
Bears to 12-0 start
The No. 9 softball team began
University Athletic Association
(UAA) play last week with six
straight wins. The Bears (12-0)
opened UAA play with back-toback 9-0 wins March 10 against
Case Western Reserve University
and Brandeis University.
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Sophomore Laurel Sagartz
pitched a three-hit shutout in
game one and then picked up
the win in game two by pitching
4 2/3 scoreless innings in relief.
The Bears picked up another
shutout as senior Victoria Ramsey made history in the win,
pitching the second perfect game
and fifth no-hitter in team history in a 10-0 win over the University of Rochester March 11.
WUSTL picked up two more
wins March 12 at the UAA
Championship as the Bears rallied in the seventh to defeat
Emory University, 3-1, and followed that with 12-1 win against
Brandeis. Sagartz started and
went 5 2/3 innings, allowing six
hits and one unearned run while
striking out five. Ramsey picked
up the win in relief.
A week earlier, the team began
the season with four victories at
the Rebel Spring Games in Orlando, Fla.

Swimmers, divers
have standout NCAA
The women's swimming and diving team placed seventh (184.5
points) of 53 teams at the NCAA
Championships March 10-12 in
Holland, Mich. The finish was
the Bears' best in school history;
their previous best finish was
10th in 2003.
Freshman Meredith Nordbrock earned seven All-America
citations in her first champonship appearance, and junior Jenny Scott, an 18-time All-America
honoree, also was tabbed seven
times as an All-American.
Both recorded their best finishes in the 400-medley relay,
along with freshman Tina
Deneweth and junior Allie
Boettger.

Men's, women's tennis
split on spring trip
The No. 13 men's tennis team
posted a 2-2 record over spring
break, starting with a tough 4-3
loss at No. 19 California Lutheran
University March 9. The team
then won, 6-1, win at Occidental
College March 10, lost, 7-0, at
No. 5 University of the Redlands
amd won, 6-1, at Pomona-Pitzer
Colleges March 12.
The No. 16 women's tennis
team went 2-2 on its spring break
trip, opening March 7 with a 6-3
win against No. 20 California
Lutheran University, then falling,
5-4, to No. 10 University of the
Redlands March 9.
No. 11 Claremont-MuddScripps Colleges nipped WUSTL,
5-4, on March 11, but the Red
and Green rebounded for a 7-2
win the next day against Connecticut College.

Coiitlire Creations Senior Langley Snyder (left) models a
gown by senior designer Caitilin Black (center) for guest judge
Susan Barrett at the recent "Gowns in the Gallery" at the Des
Lee Gallery, 1627 Washington Ave. Eighteen junior and senior
fashion design students from the School of Art displayed their
latest couture creations at the event, a preview of the annual
School of Art Fashion Show, a full-blown Paris-style extravaganza that will hit the catwalk May 1 at the Saint Louis Galleria.

Obituary
Campbell, 20; junior Spanish
major in Arts & Sciences
fears, and her plans of be-coming
a teacher for Teach for America.
"It's so heart-wrenching to
Junior Jessica Anastasia Louise
learn that all her plans have been
Campbell of St. Louis died
cut short."
Thursday, March 10,2005, af"Jessica's passing has been
ter an extended illness. She was 20.
shocking news for me," said
She was majoring in Spanish in
Maria F Lander, Ph.D., assistant
Arts & Sciences.
professor of Romance languages
Campbell was born Aug. 31,
and literatures. "I knew Jessica
1984. After graduating from Metro
was ill, but last time I saw her, at
Academic and Classical High
the beginning of this spring
School in St. Louis, she received an
semester, she looked
academic scholarship to
wonderful, happy, reattend WUSTL.
laxed and ready to take
She was a member of
on the new semester.
Congress of the South 40
"She never used her
and participated in camillness as an excuse for
pus worship services. She
late work or for missing
aspired to be a patent
classes. Jessica loved
attorney with an emphasis
Hispanic culture and
on international law.
really wanted to master
"I was so sad to hear
the language. She was
of Jessica's death," said
Campbell
easygoing, nice and had
Stephanie Kirk, Ph.D.,
a beautiful smile."
assistant professor of Romance
Tabea Alexa Linhard, Ph.D.,
languages and literatures in Arts 8c
assistant professor of Romance
Sciences. "Jessica was an exceplanguages and literatures, said, "It
tional student and a very special
was just a joy having Jessica in
person. Her academic abilities as a
class. Whenever I ran into her on
Span-ish major were exemplary —
campus, she always had a big
her written work was sophisticatsmile on her face, she was always
ed and her observations in class
friendly and always polite. I will
were astute and original. She was
miss her."
ma-ture and disciplined in her apCampbell is survived by her
proach to her work and class inparents, Jesse Louis and Mary
teractions and was intellectually
Ann Campbell; sisters, Sonya
curious and full of initiative.
Campbell-Johnson and Felicia
"Jessica was a pleasure to have
Campbell-Sullivan, administraas a student. She was friendly,
tive assistant in the School of
funny, and warm — respectful of
Engineering & Applied Science;
both her contemporaries and her
and brother, Marcus McDuffey.
instructor. I think her passing is a
A funeral was held March 13.
terrible loss to the University
community — she represented
everything we want our students
to be."
Miriam Calvo, teaching assistant in Spanish, said, "We got to
March 4 issue, Page 6: An incordevelop a friendship after class
rect title was published for Jill
hours, and she told me about her
Edwards. She is an office supervidream of going to Spain, my
sor in the University's adminishomeland, to study for one year.
trative offices. The Record regrets
I remember her excitement and her the error.
BY NEIL SCHOENHERR

Correction
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Washington People

M

I ajor research institutions face critical public policy issues almost
every day of the year.
Funding for student
financial aid, support for research,
and regulatory requirements are
just three of the almost constant
issues that need to be dealt with.
Then come such hot-button
topics as stem cell research, which
can't be anticipated in advance.
Good thing the University has
someone like Pam Lokken to keep
track of all — yes, all — of these
issues on a daily basis.
As director of government and
community relations at the University, Lokken finds herself wearing different hats all the time.
"I oversee the University's government and community relations," Lokken said. "That translates into federal relations, state
relations, local governmental relations, community relations and
conversations with individual
neighbors.
"In leading the university's federal advocacy efforts, I work closely with the Missouri congressional

Pam Lokken (left) and Leah Merrifield, director of community relations, look over the most recent issue
of the WU Neighbor News, the newsletter issued to area residents.

Advocating for the University
Pam Lokken
communicates
with federal,
local and state
agencies on
behalf of the
University
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Pam Lokken and her husband,
Andrew Sobel, Ph.D., associate
professor of political science in
Arts & Sciences and resident
fellow in the Center for Political
Economy, enjoy their yearly
summer trip to Wisconsin.

delegation, with research agencies
in Washington, D.C., and with a
variety of national associations."
These include the heavy hitters
of higher education in the United
States. Such groups as the Association of American Universities
(AAU), which includes the top 62
research intensive universities in
North America, the Association
of American Medical Colleges,
the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities, and the American Council
on Education.
Oh, and don't forget the National Institutes of Health (NIH),
the National Science Foundation
(NSF), the departments of Defense
and Energy, and NASA.
Whew.
"The things that my office deals
with are pretty clear-cut," Lokken
says. "It's a constantly changing
political environment, but there
are always core things that we
want to nurture and protect.
Federal funding for student financial aid is core for Washington
University. To make us accessible
and affordable for students and
families is very important.
"Another critical set of issues
that I watch over is federal research funding. NIH and NSF are
the key agencies supporting universty-based research. Last year,
more than $450 million flowed
to the University via the excellent
research conducted by the faculty
here.
"So I am in constant contact
with people at those agencies and
with the congressional delegation
making the case for the importance of our nation investing in
research and higher education."
And this just scratches the surface. We haven't even gotten into
the regulatory issues, or the issues
at the state or community level —
issues that are much the same as
at the federal level, just with different stakes.
"What amazes me is her incredible grasp of a wide range of
the most complicated issues that
are pressing higher education, particularly given the history, prominence and research intensity of
Washington University," said Geoff
Grant, staff director for the Research Business Models Subcommittee in the Office of Science and
Technology Policy in Washington,
D.C. and a former NIH colleague.
"Pam is typically very involved
on behalf of Washington University on matters that deal with stu-

dent aid, research funding, research compliance topics, including the protection of human participants and animal subjects in
research, the pending Higher
Education Act, tax-exempt bond
issues, the list just goes on and on.
"For someone like myself, who
is just responsible for one or two
of those sectors, I know that kind
of familiarity or knowledge can be
incredibly daunting. Yet Pam is
always an expert in all facets and
nuances of the issues and is tuned
into the latest current events and
implications of decisions that
could affect all of higher education," Grant added.
Of particular concern are the
regulatory issues.
According to Lokken, there is
an immense regulatory regime
built around higher education and
research — especially biomedical
research with concerns ranging
anywhere from conflict of interest
issues to research integrity issues
to human subject protection
issues.
And there are extensive complex issues associated with Medicare and Medicaid.
"Most people don't know that
the training of our next generation
of physicians is supported through
the Medicare program," Lokken
said. "Nor do they realize the importance of physician reimbursement levels in providing health
care to our nation's neediest and
most vulnerable."
The current hot-button topic is
stem cell research, and again, Lokken finds herself advocating on
behalf of the University almost
daily.
"Every once in a while there is
an issue that takes us by surprise,"
she said. "We didn't foresee the
magnitude of the debate over stem
cell research. We cannot allow an
outright ban on a particular type
of research that is essential to finding new ways to conquer disease
and protect life.
"For an institution that prides
itself on being one of the top
research institutions in the country, such a ban is untenable."
Diplomacy is key when discussing these issues — through
changes in government policies,
political parties and priorities, one
needs to maintain a sense of balance and nonpartisanship to effectively communicate.
"She is a wonderful contributor
to everything we are doing," said
AAU President Nils Hasselmo.

"She is one of the truly knowledgeable people in the field. What
makes her good at what she does
is her intelligence, mature judgment and thoughtfulness.
"To successfully do her job
takes the intellectual agility that
she has, and it requires considerable personal skills because she's
working with colleges, with members of Congress and their staffs.
Lokken, a Wisconsin native,
came to the University in 1991
after several years at NIH. Bob
Blackburn, who headed government and community relations
for many years, was planning to
retire.
He called Lokken and gauged
her interest in coming to the University, which, after discussing
the situation, turned out to be
pretty high.
She first came as assistant
director, a position she held for
two years as Blackburn mentored
her in the ways of the job and the
depth, breadth and complexity of
Washington University.
Then, Lokken took over as
director when Blackburn retired.
"It has been a very natural progression, because research is important to a university like ours,"
Lokken said. "So when I arrived, I
felt well-prepared for at least a
portion of my job, but there was a
whole other part that I had no
exposure to — higher education
issues.
"Biomedical research and university-based research were both
areas I felt I had a good grip on,
but higher ed issues were new to
me. It both made it exciting and
energizing to come here, but it
was also the challenge."
And that's where the rest of her
office comes in. It's a small office,
just a few people. But Rose Windmiller handles similar issues at the
state level, and Leah Merrifield
manages the local-level issues.
A medical public policy specialist will soon join the office.
"Mostly we inform people
about what's important to the
University and educate them
about our everyday contributions
to the nation, our state, and our
local community," Lokken said of
her office. "The state does not
send dollars our way, but it is in a
position of regulating us on a
wide range of issues. Right now,
Rose is our point person in Jefferson City in the struggle to protect
stem cell research.
The other piece that Windmiller oversees is local governmental
relations, and the University is
somewhat unique in that it sits in
four separate political jurisdictions locally.

That connection then naturally flows to Merrifield and her job
as director of community relations, because the conversations
with the community are tied to
neighborhood associations, community groups and individual citizens living near the University
campuses.
Merrifield has put together a
WUSTL Neighbors' Council of
leading citizens from the different
political jurisdictions. The interests of the University and community overlap, and there are
some tensions at times — the
group is a way of bringing community members together.
"The purpose of the group is
to have a regular forum where we
can talk," Lokken said.
Regardless of whether it's at
the federal, state or community
level, the objective is the same —
making the University's voice
heard, while listening carefully to
what is being said to us.
"The University knows that
government relations has two
hats to wear — one is advocacy
specifically related to our institutional priorities and interests, but
the other is carrying the banner
for the community," Lokken said,
"and I believe WUSTL is a very
strong community citizen."
"This is an exciting and challenging time to be doing his kind
of work It's clear that many of the
University's core activities are
going to enter challenging times in
terms of funding, particularly
from the federal government. It
will test us all and the strong institutions, like Washington University, will emerge even stronger."

Pam Lokken
The key to her job: "First and foremost, we inform and communicate.
The best thing to do to somebody
who works in government relations is
to make sure you have strong system
of commnication. You can't communicate enough with people in the world."
On where she saw herself years ago:
"I had always pictured myself as a
person who would still be in D.C.
someplace, whether working with
Congress or in a federal agency or
some other part of Washington in the
policy environment. That's my love,
public policy. What I feel fortunate
about here is that the public policies
which I really care about the most —
higher education, health care, research
— are the things I get to do every day,
so that continues to keep me energized and very engaged in this job. It
never gets old."

